**HAYAKAWA TALK TO FEATURE YANCEY'S BOOGLIE**

**Pan-Hellenic Council Conducts Campaign for Destitute Greeks**

In answer to an urgent appeal for help from an alumnus of Armoir, the Pan-Hellenic Council is sponsoring a drive to collect clothing for students in Greece. Following is the letter received by the Institute and referred to the organization:

To the Dean of Armoir Institute of Technology

Chicago, Illinois

Dear Sir,

I am a graduate of Armoir Institute of Technology, class of 1919, B.S.E.E. Today five young girls, dressed in warm clothes, came to my office to translate for them the following letter; and address same to the Dean of the school I graduated from, which I do with all my heart.

All the world speaks of the generosity of the American people, and of their good deeds to those who, surrounded by misery, make an appeal to you to do us the favor to take any students who may have sisters (age 16-19). They may have some old rags, which for us, will be gratefully accepted. You cannot imagine with what joy and thankfulness we would accept them. We give you below our names and addresses:

- H. M. Kotso, T. Argiroplous, Athens
- S. Mylous, T. Argiroplous, Athens
- K. Urrazopoulos, T. Argiroplous, Athens
- P. Tzortzopoulos, T. Argiroplous, Athens

"Hoping that an appeal will be materialized, we thank you in advance.

Yours very respectfully,

All of our girls,

M. C. Veronis"
Teaching To Learn

The interest in teaching at Illinois Tech has reached a new high-2600 undergraduate day students. What does the high figure convey to the student? To the professor? To the educational world? More than ever before, the instructional challenge is to provide a comprehensive educational program designed to meet the needs of a new generation of students.

Some instructors believe that the student is forced to contend with large classes in which a seat upon the window sill is inevitable unless he arrives at class immediately after the dismissal bell or unless his buddy has a seat. It is also more difficult for a student to learn a subject thoroughly since the instructor has little time to spend teaching pupils individually or for group assignments are fewer, and further apart—depending upon how occupied the grade cards. These facts all mean that the student has to buckle down to work to gain value from a subject.

Teachers have been heard to say that they are assigned homework and it is not explained after until the homework is due. Fortunately, this is not a common practice at Illinois Tech, for it is not wise pedagogy. At Illinois Tech, the student has a good reason: that their lab work is not fully explained in the one hour lecture in conjunction with the lab. Some examples are the metallurgy and structural design labs. There is no excuse for this, and it is being corrected.

Some instructors have been heard to say that their lab work is not fully explained in the one hour lecture in conjunction with the lab. Some examples are the metallurgy and structural design labs. There is no excuse for this, and it is being corrected.

Fraternal & Sorority

By Sid Lewis

Albert Bordun, 8th semester junior, has been selected for the Man of the Week award by the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity. Exceptionally active, Al is represented in music—he is a member of the Glee Club and president of the Phi Nu Epsilon national music honorary; photography—he is a member of the camera club; and engineering—he is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and a member of the AIEE.

In addition to these activities, Al has also served as a class officer and a member of the Student Government Association. His leadership qualities are evident in all areas of his life, and he is always ready to help others.

The Alpha Phi Omega chapter has a long history at Illinois Tech and is known for its involvement in campus life. Al Bordun is an active member and demonstrates the values and principles of the fraternity.

The chapter has been active in various community service projects and has participated in national and local events. Al Bordun is a role model for his peers and represents the ideals of the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity at Illinois Tech.
Letter to the Editor: Our Cafeteria

First of all, may I congratulate you students on the wonderful and well-deserved new policy of bringing your trays and dishes to the loading station and cleaning your trays before leaving? This new decision, which I am sure we will all appreciate, has added more than four times the capacity of the cafeteria. We want to thank you for being so considerate.

Now I would like to know why we have to wash our trays and dishes ourselves. Why can’t it be done automatically? This is not fair! If you look at the cafeteria, every available person is engaged in washing dishes. I think this is a very unfair system. We are probably not being paid the right prices for our food, so why should we have to wash our trays and dishes ourselves?

Helen May, Electra, Kansas

PUBLIC SPEAKING—THIS STUDENT TO Oct. 15th issue of Technology News Interested me a great deal. I am an English major and I thought the course in Speech as listed in the catalog (206 & 210) should exist in reality and not merely as listings in the catalog which are not available.

I leave it to the student body. Where is the responsible student? What is the teacher? And, the dean? I am left with no answer but to continue to have a speech course.

(Signed) Andy Kennedy

Dean of Students

Faculty Facts

Dr. J. T. Reddattis, Director of the Mechanical Engineering Department, has been awarded a fellowship to study at Stanford University in the fall in the field of mathematics.

Dr. J. T. Reddattis, who has been a member of the faculty since 1926, is one of the few educators who have been able to conduct research in the field of mathematics. He received his Ph.D. from the University of California in 1928 and has been teaching at Stanford University since then.

Dr. Reddattis is a member of several professional societies including the American Society for Engineering Education and the American Mathematical Society. He is also a frequent visitor to national and international conferences on mathematics and science.

If this were a law school we could start out with the student who was asked if he was going to keep the position because he claimed he was the youngest in his family. But this isn’t a law school, so we’ll begin with the student who was asked if he could lead an engineer to water, but why distinguish him?

There is nothing strange about the saying: “The madam girl is wearing a white suit and carries practically no cantillation.”

A British nun who is accompanying a young thing in a very low-cut gown blushed out politely. “My pardon,” she said. “I was in the church.”

“Right,” she said sweetly. “The nuns are not for Britis.

Especially fine.

Up to 16 a lad is a boy now, in the motion of that he becomes a girl artist.

Figures may not lie but stories keep a lot of them from telling the truth.

The snow is slowly falling. Pessimist, Russ spoke as he helped his girl into the car. “Winter draws near.”

“Jotted down a tip, ‘is that any more business’?”

“Have less the body of Cary.”

“Traveler stopped at a hotel and asked for a room. He started to sign his register a little bag came raking across the floor. The man watched it come down. ‘I don’t care if you’ve got bugs in this hotel, but when you come down to see us you take them too,’ that’s too much.”

“Fresh: Who has more fun than people?”

“Senior: Rabbits do. Fresh: Why do rabbits have more fun than people?”

“Senior: Because there are more of them.”

“Why are there more of them?”

“Senior: Because rabbits have more fun than people.”

O, all your engineers are just dumb fools.
Dr. Boder Records Interviews Of Displaced Persons In Europe

By Michael Worth

Dr. David F. Boder, professor of psychology and director of the psychological laboratory at the Institute of Technology, has recently returned from a 10-week survey of Europe.

The object of the survey was to collect, by means of wire recorder, verbal reports of displaced persons with reference to their personal experiences and outlook for the future.

The survey began in Paris, France, and the northern provinces. Dr. Boder then went to the United States where he did a great deal of work with displaced children, known as Jewish refugee children. These children, aged 10 to 14, had been put to work by the Germans in their factories. They were transported in USRA trucks to the South of Germany and then to Switzerland where they were placed in dormitory-like living spaces. They are now attending Switzerland schools learning such trades as radio repairing and welding.

After one week of study in Switzerland, Dr. Boder proceeded to Italy. There he was confronted with an unforeseen difficulty, that of 48 hour curfew. The next morning the following limiting number of displaced persons returned to children's home at Thalida, 50 km from Milan. The next area to be covered in the survey was the American Classes of '43 and '44 To Hold Stog Reunion

Challman of the classes of '43 and '44 will hold a class reunion April Friday, Nov. 1. The reunion will be a "picture perfect," according to Ulysses Ellis, a member of the committee organizing the gathering.

Displaced Persons

Interviewer: Dr. David F. Boder shown as he interviewed displaced persons in Europe last summer. The interviews were recorded on the American Wire Recorder.

Art Show Features New Visual Ed. Experiment

An exhibit of "Elements of Design" is now on display in the Renwick Art Laboratory of the home economics department, room 689 Downtown Center. It is a new experiment in visual education to show how certain fundamental principles are used in all fields of design. The exhibit has been prepared by the Museum of Modern Art in New York City.

Miss Ruth Severn, Instructor in Interior Art has invited anyone interested to view the exhibit any afternoon, except Wednesday, from 1 to 4 p.m. The exhibit will run until Friday, Nov. 16.

Rho Epsilon Works To Improve Music

Music, with less distortion to cause your ear, will soon come to you, courtesy of the members of the Rho Epsilon national radio honorary, stated Lloyd Good, presi dent. New transmission lines will be strung from the Rho Epsilon quarters in Chapin Hall to the lunchroom. Once the lines are complete with the wire, all stereo equipment must be in order, and everyone will have the opportunity to listen.

Father Carrabine Talks At Newman Club Mixer

During the first of a series of annual meetings, interested in helping to carry on the work of the Newman club, was the Reverend Father A. B. Carrabine, R.F.D., head of the Chicago and Inter-Student Catholic Association.

In his talk entitled "Understanding," he illustrated how the priest's failure to understand another person can affect the lives of both people.

Dr. Boder and the United States...
First Year Course At IIIT Was Mechanical Engineering

One of the first four year courses offered at the birth of Armour Institute in 1890, was in mechanical engineering. Since that time, the department has developed into the largest in the school where the department who are enrolled

liberal arts college as is shown by the latest revised schedules.

The teaching staff of the ME depart-

ment is composed of thirteen men, four of whom have been added recently. The new members on the staff are Dr. Woollan, Prof. W. B. Nee, and Prof. L. S. Digio. The activities of the ME department staff is not confined to the undergraduate students courses at Technology Center. Every week a number of the faculty is sent to Milwaukee to give graduate courses at the Allis Chain Company. At the present time an advanced thermodynamics course is being given there by Dr. Owsen.

The department has two main re-

search programs: one for the army signal corps to design efficient engine- generator sets to be used in enemy detection, and another for the army is a series of the transfer windshields in pre-

vention.

Erickson Sends Out Call

For Co-eds, Secretaries

A lad's chorus is needed to sing a special group of songs for the annual ITT Christmas program, according to George Erickson, main-

tenance director. Full female students, as well as secretaries of the school and the Radio Federation, are invited to attend a short meeting this Friday at 12:30 p.m. in the SU auditorium.

Any girl interested in the chorus is invited to attend the meeting. The

meeting is requested to contact Mr. Erickson in his office to the left of the stage in the auditorium, or to have her name and class schedule in the Technology News box on the first floor, entrance of Chapin Hall.
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Touchball Eliminations Begin This Week

Nine Outfits Full for Title

Eliminations in the intramural touch football tournament will be held at 4:00 today when the Soph Mehls and Dave's Fresh Hemp will clash on the gridiron. Both the Mehls and the Fresh Hemp have lost one game as have four other teams in the race. The opposition of USM's of this week's clash will leave six teams in the race for the annual championship.

The Soph Mehls have played but one game, losing to the strong Seniors in their only game, dropped a 14-0 tilt with the rangy Senior Chem aggregate.

In tomorrow night's contest, the small fast Greene squads with a 10-0 won-lost average in two games will meet the Seniors Chem also 100 times again tonight.

The two undefeated teams in the tourney, the Senior F.O.'s and the Freshmen F.O.'s will meet Saturday in the feature game of the season. Both teams have won two games by large scores and the victor in the contest are rated to emerge the champion.

In the last week of the season, the Seniors will battle it out with the Senior F.O. The Pacifica, over the weekend lost a heart wrenching struggle in the Soph Juniors 6-0 and the same club was the start of a 14-0 count at the Grenada.

P.O.'s Near Outfielders

In the only intramural touchball game played last week, the Senior F.O.'s extinguished the Soph Juniors 18-12. The game began with a flurry of score with both teams recording touchdowns in the first half. The half time score was knotted at 12-12. Roy Schmidling outran the Soph Juniors' secondary to take a long pass from Denny O'Grady to give the game winning touchdown midway on the second half.

Games this Week

Tuesday 11-14
Soph Mehls—Dave's Fresh Hemp
P.O.'s—Senior F.O.'s
Friday 11-18
McCauley—Seniors

Information Gives YOU the Answers
...who gives them to HER?

A lot of people take the Information Service of the Bell System for granted. Little do they realize what it takes to answer two or three half million questions during a normal day.

Of course it operates over 12,000 highly skilled "Information" operators.

But, in addition, it takes a staff of trained executive personnel.

This service plan for cities and towns across the country so that Information can quickly find the latest listings of the many telephones within your area—where records are brought to you, day or to date daily. And it is they who study operating methods and equipment in the never-ending search to make this service ever faster, easier.

It is any wonder that today, more than ever before, these former "girls" are finding themselves in young men with imagination and ambition . . . men to develop with the industry.
The Associated College Press Convention in the Tally Ho Room of Hotel Continental Thursday afternoon with a welcome from Dr. Fred L. Kildow, director of the Associated College Press. Students from 1200 schools from coast to coast were present and witnessed the program, "Cotton of Tomorrow" transferred from the convention and broadcasted over WGN.

The representatives were shown a motion picture describing the life of the farmer that goes into making the Chicago Tribune. Afterwards, they were given opportunity to actually see the printing of the Chicago Tribune be made up and go to press.

In the evening, Basil Walter, Executive Editor, Chicago Daily News addressed the convention and told and got together follow which preparation opportunity for students to learn what other types of papers are doing.

A high school program speaker for the ACP convention was Howard Blakeley, Associated Press Science writer, who spoke at the Convention banquet Friday evening in Hotel Continental. His subject was "Science Is a Big Story Today." Blakeley, one of the world's foremost writers on scientific subjects, has recently returned from the Atomic Bomb tests in the Pacific. He is the holder of the Pulitzer prize and the George Westinghouse Award, for distinguished writing on science.

Many educational roundtables were held Friday and Saturday in which many problems from an editorial and business standpoint were discussed.

ITT was represented by the managing editor of Technology News.

Boxing, Wrestling Drills Begin Nov. 4; Schedules Commenting Nov. 4 Boxing and Wrestling will dominate the gymnasium. A call is out for all former and candidate pupils and bone-crunching athletes.

Freshman will be taught by Coach Jim Dunn, with Coach Jim Dunn training the freshmen. Supervision of the ring battles will be handled by the capable captain himself, Coach "Sonny" Wiesman.

Tryouts will be conducted between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. All weight classes are open for candidates.

Meets are being scheduled with several colleges.

**CLOTHING DRIVE**

(Continued from page 1)

In Green, Contact was lost with Mr. Vernon during the war years. This is the first news to reach ITT from any alumnus in the war torn country.

The clothing for the girls will be collected in the office of Helen Stewart, room 305, Chapin Hall. Contact will be made for the drays which may be brought in at any time until October 31. The shipping of the articles will be executed by the Council.

"We hope and feel that, after reading the foregoing and appealing letter, the students will be moved to bring this disinterested clothing for the girls," commented L. M. Hines, president of Pan-Hall.

**AS I SEE IT**

(Continued from page 1)

they should be attended. The ITSA is doing out some heavy money to various groups on the campus and this money is paid directly by the students. It's their money, and if they want a voice in the manner in which it is spent, the ITSA meetings are the place to go.

Of course, it's a little late to send out this message, but the granting of this opportunity on how the money should be spent, but concerning activities will continue to stagger on. All projects or choice privileges about any activity should be taken to these meetings where something can be done about them.

**KANSAS CONVENTION OF ASCE REPORTED**

Reports of the American Society of Civil Engineers National convention were presented at a meeting of the ITT student chapter by Vern Miller and William Goldman, last Friday.

The convention, which took place in Kansas City, Mo., October 16, 17, consisted of lectures by prominent civil engineers, tours of public utilities in Kansas City, Mo., and social gatherings in the evenings. Special meetings were held for the student representatives, giving instructions on the organization of student chapters, in which a Mr. Goldman represented ITT at the national convention.

Before the meeting closed, Henry Hawry, president discussed the proposed writing of new by-laws for the chapter. Members having suggestions are requested to submit them to any of the officers.

**SPEECH ON PHOTOGRAPHY TO ADDRESS ARMOUR EYE**

A meeting of Armour Eye will be held on Nov. 6 at 6 p.m. at which a speaker will present a discussion on some pertinent topics in the field of photography.

At the meeting additional projects will be assigned for renovating the quarters. President Arnold Rosen stated, "Proposed changes in the constitution should greatly facilitate the growth of club activities." He also said that all interested students are invited to attend.

**AICHE TO TOUR STANDARD OIL**

The Illinois Tech chapter of the AICHE decided at their October 23 meeting on a tour of the Standard Oil Company of Wisconsin, Indiana as their first activity of the semester.

Scheduled for Dec. 6 is a talk by Professor John Schummner. This will be the first of a series of talks given by men prominent in the chemical engineering field.

To complete the staff of chievers, officers are elected, the officers named at the next meeting.

**BEARS' GRID MOVIES TOP APO PROGRAM**

Movies of the Chicago Bears football games and a brief outline of the history, ideals, and purposes of Alpha Phi Omega highlighted the get-together held by that group last Friday evening in the SU Lounge.

Thirty-five men, many of them charter members just out of military service, attended the meeting of the national service fraternity, Refreshments, and hull and porg-jung sessions followed the program.

Vice-president Henry Harvey has announced that pledging to the group will start today with a meeting in room 106 Chapin at 5 p.m. He added that men interested in pledging, but who were unable to attend Friday night's affair will be accepted at the meeting tonight. Also announced was a plan whereby Alpha Phi will sell Christmas cards on campus as a national convention fund project.

Havas to the office of assistant treasurer recently.

**MADRID'S ALL YEAR**

when you smoke

PHILIP MORRIS!

**CLEAN, FRESH, PURE**

America's FINEST Cigarette!

Of course the smoker's ALL year—
in every PHILIP MORRIS you are guaranteed all the way through the days! And here's why...

- There's an important difference in PHILIP MORRIS manufacture that makes PHILIP MORRIS taste better—smokes better—burns better.
- FULL FLAVOR comes through for complete enjoyment—please, fresh, firm.
- Try PHILIP MORRIS—today, too—will agree that PHILIP MORRIS is America's FINEST Cigarette!

**CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS'S...ALWAYS BETTER...BETTER ALL WAYS**

**NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT**

Of all the leading brands, PHILIP MORRIS is the only cigarette with an official test to demonstrate that it contains less smoke-air in amounts less than half of some competing brands.